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 .xcg imagem in printing an a4 pdf page,a4 size paper. I used this program to make the corel page I am using it on. However, i found out that not everyone could use this program to make a PDF document. Only some people can use this. Because of the reason that the license is a low version but the file size is bigger than 150MB (I am not really sure) Is there a way to make the corel drawing file size
smaller? (Without making the corel drawing smaller,just make the PDF page file size smaller) And also how to put the image on a PDF page without using the printer? Thank you for your answer. I have some corel drawing here and i want to make it into a PDF page. I am trying to use this thing, and it works pretty good.But when i am going to print the PDF page, it looks like this. Can any one explain
me the reason why is that? or tell me the way to make it look good. It is an image file. To put image into a PDF is to make the image show up in a PDF document. This is a file that is separate from your Corel drawing. If your page is meant to be the sole way to view and print the drawing, then, to achieve a good result, you should probably use a print server (such as the free PDFCreator) to produce the
PDF.Q: How to run a java class within eclipse without main method? I am doing a simple Hello World program in java. I wanted to know if it is possible to run this program without the main method? I mean, if I have: public class HellowWorld { public static void main(String[] args) { System.out.println("Hello World"); } } will I be able to compile my source file and run it with it? A: Well you need

an entry point, but you can always run the class with Java (and set the classpath to the right location of your sources) as follows: java -cp.:path\to\your\classes HellowWorld You could even pass in the classname in the command: java -cp.:path\to\your\classes HellowWorld 82157476af
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